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THE UNIVERSITY MACE 
The Thomas Jefferson University mace, carried for the first time in the 1986 
commencement ceremonies by Grand Marshal Robert Mandle, Ph.D., was de-
signed and cast by Howard Serlick, member of the Guild of Mastercraftsmen, 
Winterthur Scholar, and Chief Conservator (Gilding) of the Historical Society of 
Pennsylvania. It was crafted by silversmith Eugene Zweigle and woodturner 
Michael Copeland. 
The four-foot-long, fourteen-pound mace is made of ebony highlighted with 
lapis lazuli to reflect Jefferson's colors (black and blue). It features a miniature of 
Henry Mitchell's sculpture, The Winged Ox, symbol of Saint Luke the Physician, 
the original of which stands beside the Scott Building on Walnut Street. The 
miniature was cast in silver by Mister Zweigle, who also fabricated the University 
seal, the profile of Thomas Jefferson, mounted at the base of the staff. The J. E. 
Caldwell Company coordinated the project. 
Mister Mitchell's original statue of The Winged Ox, adopted by the University 
in 1976 as its symbol of clinical excellence, is mounted on a column containing the 
names of fifty medical scientists who have most advanced the art of healing. It also 
reflects the historical evolution of Thomas Jefferson University from its beginnings 
as Jefferson Medical College in 1824 to its current status as an academic health 
center comprising the Medical College, the College of Health Professions, the 
College of Graduate Studies, and the Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, a part 
of the Jefferson Health System. 
The mace, a grand emblem of the University 's heritage, is carried at the head of 
all formal academic processions. 
Processional ....................................................................... TRUMPET VoLUNTARY ... ..... .. ....... .... JoHN STANLEY 
THE JEFFERSON PROCESSIONAL ........ BURLE MARX 
Opening Proclamation ..................................................... DouGLAS J. MACMASTER, JR., EsQ. 
The National Anthem 
Member, Board of Trustees 
Thomas Jefferson University 
I . nvocat1on ........................................................................... EDWARD C. BRADLEY, S. J., M.D., 
Clinical Associate Professor of Medicine 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Convocation ...................................................................... PAUL C. BRUCKER, M.D., President 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Conferring of Degrees in Course ................................. PRESIDENT BRUCKER 
Master of Science Degrees 
Presented by ............ .... ........................ ................ JAMES H. KEEN, PH.D., Dean 
Jefferson College of Graduate Studies and 
Vice President for International Affairs 
Bachelor of Science Degrees 
Post-Baccalaureate Certificates and 
Associate Degrees 
Presented by .... .. .... .............................. .... ............ JAMES B. ERDMANN, PH.D., Dean 
Jefferson College of Health Professions 
Conferring of Honorary Degree ................................... PRESIDENT BRUCKER 
ANDREA E. HIGHAM, Doctor of Humane Letters 
Presented by ..... .......... .. .... ............ ...... .. .. .... .... .... . DOUGLAS J. MACMASTER, JR., EsQ. 
Benediction ........................................................................ REVEREND BRADLEY 
Recessional ......................................................................... POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE ELGAR ... .. ...... . 
THE REVEREND R. BRUCE TODD, Organist 
RAELYNN COOTER, PH.D. 
FRANCES GILMAN 
JILLIAN E. GIBBONS 
Grand Marshal 
JANICE p BURKE, PH.D. 
Faculty Marshals 
SHIRLEY E. GREENING, J.D. 
MARGARET GRIFFITHS 
MICHAEL J. p AQUET 
Student Marshals 
MARY G. SCHAAL, ED.D. 
WILLIAM THYGESON 
CAROLYN p STONELAKE 
The audience is requested to remain seated during the Academic Procession and Recession. 
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science in Bioscience Technologies JoHANNA DA COSTA ....................... ................. ........... . Venezuela NICOLE KRISTEN DANELUTTr ... ....................... Prospect Park, PA 
STUART ADAM MARKOWITZ ...... .. ... .... .... .... .. ............ . Medford, NJ 
JoHN T. MARMAROU .. .. ...... ... ...... ... ... ...... .. ...... .. Philadelphia, PA 
KWAB ENA 0. FREMPONG ........ ................ ... ......... Lindenwold, NJ 
LISA M. GLAZEWSKI ........... .... ... ... ..... ....... ........ New Castle, DE 
JACQUELINE M. LEGATES ..... ...... ...... ................ . Doylestown, PA 
AMY LYNN MUELLER ................. ...... ... ...... ......... Sicklerville, NJ 
THERESA LYNN P AGAOA .. ... ...... ........... ........... .... .... ... Roselle, NJ 
MARGO C. PuccrARELLI ...................... ...... .. ... ....... .. . Carteret, NJ 
IRIS MONA WOLFF ... ............ .... ................... .. .. Chestnut Hill, PA 
SEEMA S. ZAVERJ ..... ......... ...... ......... ..... ... ..... ...... ..... Delhi, India 
SARENA F. DoRADo ....... .. ....... ............ ..... .... ....... Cherry Hill, NJ 
MELISSA N. DuMAS ......... .................. .. .... ... ..... Philadelphia, PA 
JAMEL WAYNE EscH .. .. .... ... .. ............ ... ... ........ ........ . Reading, PA 
JILL MICHELLE EVANS .. ... ......... .................. .. ... ... ..... Bel Air, MD 
MICHAEL HEATH FARLEY ............................. ... ... Hampstead, MD 
CARA MARIE MARZANO .. ... ... ... ... ... .................. Philadelphia, PA 
JESSICA M. MICHIE .. ... ... .... .. .. .... ... ... ... ............. North Wales, PA 
MrcHELLE LoursE MOELLER ....... .. ..... ..... .. ........... .... ...... York, PA 
SAMUEL OH ................. ............ .... .. ........ ... ... ....... Livingston, NJ 
ALLISON J. PITMAN ..... ... .. .... ... .. .... .... .. .............. Wallingford, PA 
REBECCA DIANE FRAKER ........ .. .. ...... ...... ........... Mifflintown, PA JACQUELINE LEE PROCHASKA-PRATT ........ .. ......... Collegeville, PA 
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science in Nursing RONALD ROBERT FUDALA ............................ .... ... . Clementon, NJ KATHRYN ELIZABETH SEELAUS ................. ... .............. Ambler, PA 
FRANCESCO PASQUALE GALLARO ...... .... ..... ...... Staten Island, NY GINA M. SHELLY ..... ......... .... .... ..... ... ... ... ... ..... ... Mount Wolf, PA 
0MANA GEORGE ABRAHAM ........ ...... ... ..... .. ..... .. Upper Darby, PA HEATHER BERNADETTE MALANDRA .. ... ...... ..... Schwenksville, PA PETER DAVID GANCAYCO ........... ......... ..... .............. Potomac, MD ERICA DAWN SHERMAN ........ ... ... .... .... ....... .......... Manalapan, NJ 
LYNNE ELLEN ABRAMOWITZ ............ ... ..... ..... .. ......... .. Wayne, PA ALISA MARJNUCCI .. ... .... ....................................... .. Deptford, NJ MEGAN E. GIBBONS ..................... .. .. ...... .. ....... .... .. . Lansdale, PA JASON WILL SOBOLEWSKI .. ......... ... ..... .. .. ..... .. Willow Grove, PA 
LrsA ANN BowMAN ....... ......... ... ... .......... ......... ... .... Glenside, PA GINA MAZZUCA ...... ................. ... ... ..... ...... .... ... ...... Shamong, NJ LAUREN MICHELLE GOTTO .. ... ....................... ...... .... Emmaus, PA JoHN L. SPRAKER ..... ..... .... ... ... ... ...... ... ....................... Leonia, NJ 
ELLEN M. BOXER-GOLDFARB .. ...... ...... .. .... .. .... Williamstown, NJ NICOLE R. McALLISTER ..... ..... ........... Oshawa, Ontario, Canada KENNETH A. GuzzARDo .......... ..... ............. .... Schwenksville, PA JESSICA DIANE STEWART ..... .... .... ..... .. ... .. ..... Mount Pleasant, PA 
CECILIA A. BOYD ... ... .... .. .... ........... .... ... .............. Clementon, NJ TAMIKA L. MITCHELL-CURRY ...... ..... ............. ... Philadelphia, PA URSULA KATHERINE HUNT .... .... ... ... .. ... ... ..... ...... Bridgewater, NJ HEDIYEH T ABIBIAN .. ............. ................... ........ ... ... . Herndon, VA 
JENEANE A. BuRKE ...... ........ .... .. ...... ................ Philadelphia, PA TIFFANEY SHAREE Moo RE ....... ........... ........... .. ..... Columbia, SC DANIEL J. KAPLAN ... ............... .. .... ......... ........ ....... ..... Ithaca, NY JAMES P. TARSI, JR ........... .. .......... ... .. ......... ...... ... Ridgefield, CT 
JEAN BYGRAVE ................................................. Upper Darby, PA JENNIFER MoRRis ............................... .. ............ Philadelphia, PA JANIS MARIE LANGEL ..... ... ... ... ................. .... ..... ....... . Yardley, PA PAUL JosEPH RIVERA TENORIO ...... ... ... ............... . Cherry Hill, NJ 
AMY PATRICIA CALLAHAN ......... ......... ... .. .................... Exton, PA 
JoYCEANN CARBREY .................... ........ ... .... ...... North Wales, PA 
BRITTANY MREczKo .. ..... ................ .. ... .... ........ Southampton, PA 
DAWN P. MURPHY .............. ............ ..... ...... ..... .. .. Cherry Hill, NJ 
·1 
MrcHAEL J. MARINO ...... ..... .. ...... ...... ..... .. ..... .... .... Bridgeton, NJ REBECCA ANN WEIMAN .. ... ... ...... ........... .. .. ................ Oaklyn, NJ 
KIMBERLY ANNE DEHNKAMP ...... ...... ........... .. ....... Langhorne, PA THEA H. NIEDZWIEDZ ...... .. .... .. .. .......................... ..... Marlton, NJ 
JANICE KIM DELGIORNO ....... .......... .. .. .... .......... ... Tabernacle, NJ KIMBERLY N. OLSON ............ ................... ... ... .. ... . Allentown, PA 
CAROLINE MARIE EDWARDS ......... ... ... ...... ... ..... ....... Linwood, NJ 
LANNAE G. EWING ......... ... .... ........ ...... .......... ... ... .. . Linwood, NJ 
KRISTY MARIE PANT CH ELLI .... ... ....... .... ....... .... .. Philadelphia, PA 
LINDA A. p ASSANANTE .. .. ... .... ..... .. .. .. ...... ... .. .... ... Barrington, NJ 
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Bioscience Technologies 
DIANE LINDA FERRARA ...... ... ..... ... ... .. ... .. .......... Philadelphia, PA 
KAMILAH LESHANNA FIELDS ......... ... .. .. .. ..... .. ... ....... Camden, NJ 
RACHEL L. FLACK ...................... ... .. ... ........ ..... West Chester, PA 
ELLEN KRISTEN FRAZIER ...... ...... .......... ..... .. ... .. Philadelphia, PA 
GREGORY LEE GANNON ........... ....... ... ....... .. ............. Hershey, PA 
REBECCA ANNE GRAsso .... ........ ....... ... ...... ....... Philadelphia, PA 
KEvIN M. HAGAN ......... ... ... .... ......... ... ... ... ...... . Philadelphia, PA 
RoGER W HANSROTE ..... .. .... ... ........ ... .... ...... ... ....... Glenside, PA 
CYNTHIA J. HEARD ....... ... .. ... .. ......... .. ... .. ... ....... Philadelphia, PA 
DIANA J. HEWLETT ...... .......... ............. .... ........... New Gretna, NJ 
CHRISTINE ANN Ho BBS ... ............. .. ............ .. ............. Atlanta, GA 
BONNY ALEXA HODGES .. .... .... ... ... ......... ..... ....... ... Wyoming, DE 
STACY A. IRWIN ............. ........ .... ... ... ... .......... .... .. . Pittsburgh, PA 
JOANNE LOREN JACALAN .......... ... ..... ... .. .. .... South Plainfield, NJ 
KATHLEEN JAFFE .................... ..... .. .......... .... ...... Churchville, PA 
SANDRA VIVIAN JoNES ..... ..... .... ....... ...... .. .. .. ...... New Castle, PA 
LIZABETH PIEL ..... .. .... ... ... ........ ... ..... .......... .... ........... Secane, PA 
CHRISTINE RAIMONDO POWEL ........ .... ... ... ......... .. Norristown, PA 
KOK.ILA L. RATHoD ... ...... ........ ... ....... Egg Harbor Township, NJ 
ANDREA RATKA ... ....................... ...................... Downington, PA 
NICOLE RE1cHNER ....... ........ .... ...... .... ....... ........ Philadelphia, PA 
MELANIE Joy RICCI .. ...... ......... .. .......... ............. Philadelphia, PA 
N. JENNIFER RosENBERG .... .... ........ ..... ...... ..... .. Philadelphia, PA 
AMY MARIE SCHOONOVER ........ .. ... ... .... ........ ... Dickson City, PA 
Joy ELLEN SHAFFER ................ ... .... ....... ................. Horsham, PA 
DAVID H. SHAMER ... ..... ... .......... ... ...... ... ...... ... .. . Cherry Hill, NJ 
KRISTEN E. SHIMP .. ..... ..... .......... ...... ................ Wyomissing, PA 
DEBRA A. STEINBRECHER .... .... .................. ........ Philadelphia, PA 
ANGELA DIANE STEWART ........... .. ................. .... Philadelphia, PA 
ROBERT DAVID SUNDAY ..... ........................ ....... Philadelphia, PA 
MICHAEL E. SWEENEY ......... .... .... ....... ...... .... ...... .... .. Dresher, PA 
KRISTEN D. SWITALSKI .... ...... ....... ........ .... ........ Springhouse, PA 
Medical Technology 
RANJAN S. BHALALA .... .. .. ... .... .. ............ .. .. .. .... .. .... ... ........ ... India 
TUYET Bui ................................. ..... ......... ....... ... ......... .. . Vietnam 
ACHAMMA N. GHEEVARGHESE ... .. ... ... ... ... .................. ........... India 
NrcHOLAS Vno TANZI .................................... Collingswood, NJ 
MARIE WrLLIAMS-BROOKS .. ..................... ........ Philadelphia, PA 
THERESA LYNN P AGAOA ....... ... ... ............ ............. .. .... Roselle, NJ 
MARGO C. Pucc1ARELLI .......... ...... ..... .... ....... ..... .... .. Carteret, NJ 
JUSTINE S1LKNTTTER ....... ....... ... .. ........ .... ........ ...... . Pottstown, PA 
ROBYN D'VENITHE SMrTH ... .... ..... .... ...... ...... ... ... Norristown, PA 
SEEMA S. ZAVERi ......... ....... ..... ...... ........ ...... ............ Delhi, India 
Biotechnology 
MATTHEW JAMES FINLEY ............ ... ..... ..... .... .................. Bath, PA 
KWABENA 0. FREMPONG .... ..... ........... ..... ... ..... .. . Lindenwold, NJ 
LISA M. GLAZEWSKI ....... ... ...... .. .... ... ...... .......... New Castle, DE 
ANNA MICHELLE YoUNG INIGO ......... ... .... ........... ...... Marlton, NJ 
ANNA M. JAKUBOWSKI .. ......... ......................... .. ...... Riverton, NJ 
JACQUELINE M. LEGATES .... ... .. .. ... ... ... ... .... ....... Doylestown, PA 
AMY LYNN MUELLER ... ..... ... .. ... .. .... ... ....... .. ....... Sicklerville, NJ 
Cytotechnology 
TRUDY D. BARRows ... ...................... ..... ... ... ... .. ......... Devon, PA 
KANISHA LAS HUNTE HALL ............................. ... Shreveport, LA 
Due MY Ho ................... ...... .. ........................ . Philadelphia, PA 
HuE TRAN-PHO LAM .... .. .... .. .. .... .. .. ...... ............ Philadelphia, PA 
EVELYN ELISA LORENCE ........... ... ...... ... ... ..... .......... Deptford, NJ 
TRIEN TAI PHAM ................... .... .. ........ .... ... ....... Cheltenham, PA 
YEN T. TRAN ............ ... ... ... ...... ........ .. .. ... ... ...... Philadelphia, PA 
MICHELLE KATHERINE KAuLBACK .. .. ...... ........... Philadelphia, PA NYREE ANN TEDESCO ............ ...... .. .......... ...... ...... .. Belleville, NJ 
MARJA E. LAUER ....... .... .... .... ........................ .. Moorestown, NJ 
HEATHER ANN LovINSKY ..... ..... ......... ...... .... ....... Cherry Hill, NJ 
HEIDI LYNN WENDEROTH ....... ... ... .... ...... ... ... ...... ...... Marlton, NJ 
JACQUELINE SIMONE WILLIAMS ........... ... ... .... ..... New Castle, CO Candidates for the Post-Baccalaureate Certificate in Bioscience Technologies 
ANDREA LEIGH MAIONE .......... ... .... ... ....... ... ... ...... Salisbury, MD 
Cytotechnology Biotechnology 
JENNIFER JAKUBOWSKI .... ......... ........ ........... ...... Maple Shade, NJ JENNIFER R. GONZALEZ .. ....... .. .. ... ..... .......... .... West Chester, PA 
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science in Occupational Therapy PRINCE MATHEW VARGHESE ................ .. .... ..... .. Philadelphia, PA NAVROOP KAuR .................. .. ............................. Sharon Hill, PA 
HAROLD JAcoB MBARGA-BELLA ............................... Yeadon, PA 
GINA AIELLO ............ ... ...... ................ .... ........... Philadelphia, PA 
TRISHA JEAN ANDERSON ...... ...... .. .. .... ... ................. ... Duluth, MN 
MELISSA MORENO BRASCH ....... ... ... .. .... .............. Jenkintown, PA 
CHRISTINE MARILYN COLAS ..... .... ...... ... .. .... ..... .. .. ..... .. Hazlet, NJ 
ALICIA ANN Coo LEY .. ... .. ........ ....... ..................... Barrington, NJ 
NANCY J. DAVIS .... ....... ..... ... ...... .. ....... .. .. ... ............ Chalfont, PA 
LAKIA S. EASTON ................. .... ...... .... .... Middlesex County, VA 
VANESSA R. FRY ................................. ..... .......... Norristown, PA 
CHRISTINA MARJE GILL .. ... ... ... ... ... ... .... ..... ............. Deptford, NJ 
MIA M. HALE ...................... ... .... ....... ... .. ............ . Frackville, PA 
STEPHANIE M. HuNT ... .... .. ... ..... ... ...... ...... ...... .. ... Lynchburg, VA 
JILL M. JANTOS .... ..... .... .. .. ... ... ... ...... ... ....... ..... .... .... Somers, NY 
LANAE ELIZABETH KING ..... ....... .... ..... ....... .. ...... .... Abington, PA 
KELLY ANN LAFFERTY .. .... .. .. .......... ... .. ....... .. .... Philadelphia, PA 
HOLLY ANN MANESTRINA ...... ......... .... ..... ............... Vineland, NJ 
HOLLY JEAN MILLER .... ...... ... ... ...... ........ .... .... Sellingsgrove, PA 
NICOLE MARIE MURRAY .. ......... ...... .. ... ... ..... ... Williamstown, NJ 
DEEPIKA A. PATEL ...... ...... ........ ...... ..... ....... ... .. ... . Livingston, NJ 
MONICA MARIE RARIG ...................................... Chesterfield, NJ 
CAREY M. ROBERTS .. .. .... ..... .. ........... ................ ...... Hatboro, PA 
KRISTIN Joy SAYLOR ........................ ..................... Lancaster, PA 
CHANDRA PAUL SINGH ... ........ ...... .... ... .................... Paterson, NJ 
SUSAN GAYLE STAUGAARD .... .. .. ..... .......... .. ... ... ... . Havertown, PA 
AMBER NICOLE WEDDE .... .................. .. ......... .... Stroudsburg, PA 
LILLIAN J. SPADONI ....... .. .... .. .... .. .... ... ... .... .. .. ....... .. Vineland, NJ 
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
MARIAMMA PHILIP ABRAHAM ... ..... .......... .. ..... ... ............... .... India 
AISHA AYANNA ADDISON .............. ... ... ........... ... Philadelphia, PA 
DAVID 0LADIMEJI ADENAIKE ...... ........ ... .......... .. Upper Darby, PA 
0LUWAYEMrsr 0 . ADu ................................ .. .. .. Philadelphia, PA 
DAVID CORREA AGOSTO ....... ........... .............. ... . Philadelphia, PA 
MosUNMOLA ATINUKE AIIROBA ........................ Philadelphia, PA 
NEGEDE B. AKAL ...................... ............. ..... ... ... ..... ....... . Ethiopia 
ERICKA JENNINE ANDREWS ... ... ....... .. .... ... ........ .. Philadelphia, PA 
FELICIA N. ANYANWU ... ..... ... ... ... ... .. ................. Philadelphia, PA 
ALYSON MARIE BLANK ... ..... .... ... ... ............ ... ... Cinnaminson, NJ 
ELENA BocHARNIKOVA ... .. ....... .... .. ............. ... .. . Philadelphia, PA 
JANET B. BOGER ..... ... .... ........ ..... ... ................. Somers Point, NJ 
LANCE B. BOLLING ... .... ..... .. ... ........... ..... .... ...... Haddonfield, NJ 
AMANDA MARIE BosrnoRF ....... ... ... ... ... .... .... ......... .. Halifax, PA 
MrcHELE L. BoYLE .... ................. ............... ... . Williamstown, NJ 
NATALIA S. BRIDY ............ .... ... .... .. .... .. .... . St. Petersburg, Russia 
KIMBERLY BROADWAY ............. ............ .. .. ... ......... Burlington, NJ 
N1coLE A. BRoc1ous ............ .................. ... ... .............. Berlin, NJ 
MELISSA N. ARAos ..... .... ..... ... ... .... ..... ...... ... .... Philadelphia, PA MELISSA C. BROOKS ... .. ... ... ... ...... .... ..... ............ .. Pemberton, NJ 
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Science and Master of Science in Physical Therapy AMY C. ATWELL ... .... .. ... ....... ... ..... .. ...... ... ... ..... Philadelphia, PA MITCHELL DOUGLAS BAKER ............ ... ....... ......... Beachwood, NJ 
NICOLE JANINE BROWN .... .... ... .... .. .................. .... Bethlehem, PA 
GEM S. BURGESS .... ... ....... .. .... ... ... ...... ............... Norristown, PA 
LORI J. ALVES ........... ... .... ... ...... ... ...... ............... Marshfield, MA 
N1coLE R. BECK ....... .......... ... ..... .... ... ......... ......... ..... Linden, PA 
MICHELLE ANNE BOLTON ....... ... .... ............ ............. Manheim, PA 
CoRI E. BRINDLE .......... ......... ..... .... ... .............. ... Allentown, PA 
JENNIFER M. CALTABIANO ..... .. ......... .... ... ..... ... .... ..... Hatfield, PA 
MARIA LETIZIA CESARI ... .. ........ ...... ... ... ...... ... .... ... ... Sewaren, NJ 
ANTHONY D. CURTIS ........ .................. .. ... ......... Philadelphia, PA 
ERic E. CZERWINSKI ....... ........... ..................... . Fairless Hills, PA 
MEGHAN CARROLL BATCHELOR ............ ..... .......... Warrington, PA 
MARK E. BAUS ....... ................... ..... ............ ... ..... Barrington, NJ 
JENNIFER ANN BILLINGSLEA ........ ... ... ... ..... . Newtown Square, PA 
ANGELA ANIKA BrLLUPS ................ ... .. .. .. ... .... .. .. Washington, DC 
MIA PAIGE BuRGIS ............................ ............... Philadelphia, PA 
JEANETTE M. BUTKUS ...... ... ... .. .. .... ... ... .. ...... ...... Cherry Hill , NJ 
KESHA MONIQUE CARDWELL .................. .... ...... Philadelphia, PA 
EMILY SusAN CARVER ....................................... ...... Ledyard, CT 
MYRLITA S. CLARK .... ........ ... ..... .. .. ........... ... ... . Philadelphia, PA DEBORAH LEANNE MOFFETT ........ .... ..... ................... Hershey, PA 
PATRICIA CLAIRE CLARK-GERETY ....... .. ... ... ...... Pleasantville, NJ MAUREEN ANN MOFFETT ...... .... ...... ... ... ... ... ...... Philadelphia, PA 
MICHELLE DIANE CLEE ............... ..... ............. .. .... Langhorne, PA ARUN KUMAR MooGALA .......... ... ... .. ..... .............................. India 
CHRISTOPHER VINCENT CoDA .. .... ... .... ... ................ Ft. Wayne, IN THOMAS J. MooRE .............. ............................ . Philadelphia, PA 
JULIANNE WHALEN CoDY ..... ............................. Collegeville, PA SHARON KIMBERLY MoT6N ..................... ......... Philadelphia, PA 
MANDY FULLER CONWAY .................... .. .... ...... .... ... Stratford, NJ JACLYN C. MYLETT .............................. ... ......... .. Cherry Hill, NJ 
SANDRA SosLAU CooK ............................ .. .... ... Philadelphia, PA SHARON NAJI ... ... .......... ........ ... ....... ........... .. ... ..... Brigantine, NJ 
ToRIA E. CREws ... ... ... ....... .. .... .. ................... .. . Philadelphia, PA NICOLE LEE NEJMAN ........................................... .. Newtown, PA 
NEBU DANIEL ............ ... ..... .. ... .. ....... .. .. .... ........ Philadelphia, PA SANDRA ELIZABETH NELSON .... .. ............... ............... Oreland, PA 
V1cTORIA A. DAVIDSON .. ... ........... ...... .. ...................... Media, PA KIMBERLY A. N1cGORSK1 .... ....... ....................... .. .. Woodbury, NJ 
JESSICA M. DAVIS .. ... ......... ...... ... ....... ..... ..... ...... Duncannon, PA MARIA Cm NwAGBARAJ ... .. ... .. ... .. .. .... .. ... .... .. ... Philadelphia, PA 
GERALDINE A. DELGRANDE ................ ... ... ... .......... Northfield, NJ SHENON D. OLIVER ............ ... ............ .... ... .. ...... Philadelphia, PA 
RAYMUND L. DEMONTEVERDE ...... .. ........ .. .... ...... . Sicklerville, NJ TIMOTHY BURKE O'MARA .... .... ........... ..... ..... .... Churchville, PA 
MICHELE JEAN DIPAOLO .. ................. ... .. ... ... .. .... Lansdowne, PA DouGLAS 0RATZ ....................... .... ..................... Cherry Hill, NJ 
LONNIE RAY DURAN ........ .. ... .... ... ...... ......... ...... ... .. Vacaville, CA 
LING FAN .... .. .. .. .. ........................... ...... .... ....... Philadelphia, PA 
MICHELLE LYNN FEDOR ...... .. .......... .. .... .......... .... Allentown, PA 
MARISSA FERA ............. ... ........... ...... ... .. ... ..... ... Philadelphia, PA 
ERic FILIPPO ................. ......... ... ... ... ... .... ... ....... Philadelphia, PA 
STEPHANIE A. P ABLIC ................................................. Colver, PA 
VICTORIA A. PALAIA ........ ..... .. ..... .. ............. .. ... Phoenixville, PA 
ANA L. PEREZ ..................... ...... ... ... ..... ....... .... . Philadelphia, PA 
ERic PHILLIPS ... ........................ ... ......... ..... ...... Philadelphia, PA 
MICHELLE PHILLIPS-COTTRELL ............... ........... Somerspoint, NJ l 
MICHAEL J. FINLEY ....... ............ ... ... ... .... ..... .. . Prospect Park, PA LISA M. PIEROG ................... .... ........ .. ............ .. . Philadelphia, PA 
JAMES E. F10RE, JR ........ .. .................. ......... .......... Bridgeton, NJ JAMES ALAN PoHRONEZNY ................ .................. Pine Grove, PA 
TAMMY T. FLOOD-STINSON .. ..... .. .................... .. Philadelphia, PA LORRAINE BARR QUIRK .......................... .... .. ........ Petersburg, NJ 
KATHIE C. Foss ............................. .. ............. .... Wilmington, DE JENNIFER LAUREN RADoLOvic ....... .. ... ................ Drexel Hill , PA 
MARCIA A. FRANCIS ............ ... ... ......... ... ... ........ Upper Darby, PA MYLEEN RAMOS ................... ....................................... Aldan, PA 
STEPHEN R. FRANCZ ........................... ...... ..... Mays Landing, NJ CHRISTINE M. RANDAZZO ........... ....... ........ .. ....... Morristown, NJ 
COLLEEN A. FRIEDMAN .. .... ... ... ... .... ........... .. ... .... Runnemede, NJ GUNJAN RASTOGI .. ................................................ Bensalem, PA 
AMY KAREN GARBER ......... .. ... ... ... .... ........ .. ... .. Philadelphia, PA MICHELLE G. REED ............... ... ........... ...... ......... Drexel Hill, PA 
ELIZABETH ANN GARDNER ....... .. .... .. .... ... .. ......... .... Red Lion, PA GINA S. REINTJES .. .. .................. ... ........ ............. ...... Boston, MA 
JENNIFER C. GAZZARA ....... .............. .... ............ Mount Laurel, NJ HANA RENoR ................................................... Los Angeles, CA 
JASON GIORDANO .. ... ..... .... .... .. ... ... ......... ... ...... . Philadelphia, PA DANIELLE C. REYNOLDS ....... .. ................... ....... Philadelphia, PA 
GARY L. GOODMAN ....... ................ ... ...... ...... .... Philadelphia, PA KELLY ANN RITTER ............... ...... ... ........................ . Holland, PA 
KARREN A. GRANT-CAMPBELL ... ............ ......... .. Philadelphia, PA TovAH !LANNA Ross .... .. ... ....... ... ... ... ......... ... .... ..... Vineland, NJ 
MADIA MONA GREAVES ................. ... .. .................... .. Trenton, NJ KuBURA RUTTY .............. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ....... .... ... Sicklerville, NJ 
DAWNE I. GREENE .... ... ..................... .. .. ............ Philadelphia, PA JULIE S. SALVIN .. ....................................... ...... Philadelphia, PA 
FETSUM G. HAGOS .... ... ...... .. .... ... ... .. ................ Philadelphia, PA EUNICE LEE ScHIAVINATO ............ ... ... ... .. ................. Palmyra, NJ 
CHARLOTTE HAMILTON .... ...... ... ... ..... .. ... .......... . Philadelphia, PA LAURA ANN ScHWENKER .... ....... ........ ............ Mays Landing, NJ 
CHRISTINA MARIE HARTWELL ........................ .. ...... Bensalem, PA ROBIN LOUISE Seo TT ................. ........... ........ Santa Barbara, CA 
JoYcE ELLEN HEDRICK ............................... ... ... ...... Chalfont, PA JoDIE LYNN SEiz ....................................................... Roslyn, PA 
JENNIFER L. HOFFMAN ..... ... ..... .. .. ...... .... ..... ... ..... ... .... . Burke, VA KRISTIN M. SIEDLARZ-T ABOR ............... ......... .... .... Kathleen, GA 
THOMAS D. HUNTER .. .. ................ ........................ Petersburg, NJ (Degree Conferred - December 31, 2003) 
MICHELLE L. JACKSON ..... ... .. ... ............. .. ... ..... . Philadelphia, PA KIRA SHTEINBERG ..... .... .. .... ................... Huntingdon Valley, PA 
XIAOSHAN JIANG ..... ..... ... ........... .... ..... ... ... ........ ................. China DONNA CooK SIMONS ... ..... .................................. Brigantine, NJ 
AMY C. KARLow ... .... ............ .. ... ... ... .. ..... .. ...... Philadelphia, PA DANEEN M. SMITH ........ ... ... ........ ... .......... ............... Newark, DE 
MICHELE K. KASPER ............. .. .. .... ... ........... ..... Philadelphia, PA RosALIND SMITH ............................... .. .. ....... .. .. Philadelphia, PA 
JENNIFER L. KELLER ........ ........ .................... ... .. Philadelphia, PA JoHN J. STIRLING ............................................. Philadelphia, PA 
DEBORAH JOAN LARMER .... ... ... ... ... ... ....... ... .............. Mantua, NJ KATHARINE SULKOWSKI .............. ......................... Burlington, NJ 
CHRISTIE LEE ... ... ............. ... ............ .. .......... .. ... Philadelphia, PA VIRGINIA CAIRNES SULLIVAN ........... ........................ Durham, CT 
JusHEAN Av A LEE ....... ....................... ............ ... ..... ... Passaic, NJ BEENA PRAVAN THOMAS ........ ....... .... ... .... ..... ....... ....... Sewell, NJ 
KATHERINE S. LEE ........... ....... ... ... ... ...... .. ............... . Yardley, PA FELICITA MERCADO TRICE ....... ... ......... ... ... ....... Philadelphia, PA 
MARIANNE J. LENTON ......... ... .......................... Philadelphia, PA SusAN K. TROELL ..................... .. ........... ... ......... Cherry Hill, NJ 
ANTHONY DEAN LEONARDI .... .. .. ... ... ... .... ... ................. Media, PA KATHERINE O'TooLE TURNER .... .. ... ....... ......... . Philadelphia, PA 
STEPHANIE M. LEPORATI ......... .. ... ... .... .. ....... ........ .. Richboro, PA PRISCILLA KoRTO TYLER ... ..... ............. ...... .. Liberia, West Africa 
QuINcY V. LODGE ............................................ Philadelphia, PA ELIZABETH MARJA UMBRO ................. .. ................ Ocean City, NJ 
AMY LOUISE LOPEZ ............... .. ..... ... ..... .. ............... Newtown, PA BETSY URBAN ................. ... ..... .... .............. ................... Bear, DE 
DANA SUNSHINE MADALINE .. ...... ... ........................... Ventnor, NJ CARYN M. V ADSETH .......... ... ... ............. .. .. ....... Philadelphia, PA 
ALICIA ANNE MAMIENSKI ... ..... .......... ......... ...... Philadelphia, PA KATIE ANN VALENTINE ....... ...... ... ... .................. Philadelphia, PA 
DANIELLE KATHLEEN MARQUETTE ...... .. ............. . Ridley Park, PA ANNAMARIE VALERIO ............. ............ .. .. ... ... ..... Hammonton, NJ 
SARA ELLEN McCARTNEY .................... ... ... ........ Drexel Hill , PA LEENA S. VARGHESE ......... .. ....... .. ...... .............. Philadelphia, PA 
JEFFREY ANDREW McHouL ...... .... .. ... .... ... ... ... ... .. ... Lansdale, PA MARY P. VERGARA .... ... ............ .. .............................. Marlton, NJ 
JACQUELYN A. MEADOWS ..................... ............ Philadelphia, PA IRENA VoDA .... .................................... ......... ... Upper Darby, PA 
JENNIFER L. MENZEL ... .. ........ ... .. ... ... ... .. ... .. ... .... ....... Marlton, NJ STEPHANIE A. WEBB ..... ............ .... .. ..... .. .. .. .... .. Philadelphia, PA 
DAMARIS MERINO .......................... ...... ............. Hammonton, NJ ANN L. WHEELER .. .... .. .......... .. .... ............. ...... Southampton, NJ 
BARBARA WEBB MILLER ................ ... ...... ... ...... Moorestown, NJ DANUTA WOJNAR ......................... ...... .... ............ Drexel Hill, PA 
GAIL MARIE MODY ... ....... .. .......... ............... ...... Hammonton, NJ HEATHER MARIE WOODWARD ... ....... .... .. .. .... .. .... .. ... Chalfont, PA 
(Degree Conferred- December 31, 2003) DARRYL ANTIONE WORRELL .. ............. .. ..... .......... Petersburg, VA 
JENNIFER E. WRIGHT ... .................... ......... .. ............ .. Holland, PA ERIC E. ZEIDLER .............. ... ... .... ... ... ... .... ...... ... .. ... Bensalem, PA 
JAMES THOMAS WUENSCHEL ... ... .......... .................... Perkasie, PA Y ANA ZHITNIKOV ....... ........ ....... .. ............ ... .. .... Philadelphia, PA 
SANDRA L. YEWDALL ....................................... Philadelphia, PA CAROLYN JoYCE ZIEMBA .. ...... ....... ..... ..... ... .. .... .. . Cherry Hill, NJ 
NAvINN YIM ......... .... .......... ......... ..... .... ... ......... Philadelphia, PA 
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Diagnostic Imaging 
Multicompetency Program 
Radiography/General Sonography 
JENNIFER ANN CuFF ........ .. .... .. ... .... ........ ..... .... .. Shenandoah, PA 
Multicompetency Program 
Radiography/Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
SusAN M. McFARLAND .. ................................. ... .. . Wyncote, PA 
GEOFFREY J. SUTTON ......... ..................... ... ....... Philadelphia, PA 
Multicompetency Program 
Radiography and Nuclear Medicine Technology 
GEORGE MATTHEW ALIULIS III .... .. ........ ........... Philadelphia, PA 
MICHELLE CHRISTINE BAKER .... ... ..... .. ...... ... ... Willaimstown, NJ 
KATHRYN G. C!PPARONE ............. .... ... ............... Philadelphia, PA 
DAWN PATRICIA JULIANA ....... ..... .... .. ... ... ... ..... .. Philadelphia, PA 
AMY LYNNE KAISER .. ............................... ...... .. .... . Richboro, PA 
DANIELLE K. PETROW ....... ..... ....................... ......... .. ..... Atco, NJ 
KAREN SANTOsusso ..... ................ ... ................. Philadelphia, PA 
JESSICA M. SHELL .. ..... ...... .. ... ... ... ... ... ............... . Springfield, PA 
VIRGINIA R. STANIEC .. ... ... .. ... .... .. ... ... .. .... ... ...... Philadelphia, PA 
JosEPH STEPHEN TRACY ... ....... ... .... .. .. ..... .. ........ .. Blackwood, NJ 
ALICIA MARIE ZOLL ... ... .............. ... .... .... ....... ....... . Broomall, PA 
Multicompetency Program 
Radiograph/Computed Tomography 
TINA L. KILLMER .............. .. ............ ....... .............. Levittown, PA 
Multicompetency Program 
Cardiac Sonography/ Vascular Technology 
p ATTI JEAN APPLEGATE ....................................... Blackwood, NJ 
CHRISTOPHER JoHN CALVEY ........ ... ... ...... ....... Downingtown, PA 
TIFFANY MARIE CHAMBERS .... ................... .. ... ....... Glassboro, NJ 
Multicompetency Program 
Cardiac Sonography/Cardiovascular Invasive Track 
SARAH ELLEN KOCH ........ .. ... .. .... ... .. ............ ... .. Doylestown, PA 
KARA A. LOPRESTI ......... .. ... .... .................. ...... Philadelphia, PA 
Multicompetency Program 
Cardiac Sonography!Nuclear Medicine Technology 
KATHERINE MARY BIFULCO ............. .. ............... .. Morrisville, PA 
GINA MARIE EBERLY ............. ... .......... .. ... ............ .. Galloway, NJ 
BETTY S. LINTON ............................ ..... ....... ..... Philadelphia, PA 
Multicompetency Program 
General Sonography/Vascular Technology 
HEIDI MARIE MICOLUCCI .... ......... ..................... Philadelphia, PA 
DAWN MARJE PUCHALSKI ...................... ... .... ..... Lindenwold, NJ 
JACQUELINE NICOLE RosELEUR .. ... .. .... .......... ... . Philadelphia, PA 
JESSICA LYNN THORNTON ...... ......... ... ........... .... Binghamton, NY 
Advanced Placement Program 
Radiology 
STEVEN MATTHEW CHECCHIA ...... ..... ... .... .. ... .. ... Philadelphia, PA 
JENNIFER M. D'ORSANEO ............................. .... Philadelphia, PA 
REBECCA D'ORSANEO ... ..... .............................. Philadelphia, PA 
ALPANA CHANDRAVADAN SoNI ........ ... ... ........ ... Mount Laurel, NJ 
TIMOTHY W. VAN RYN ...... .. .... ... .. ........... .. ..... .. . Swarthmore, PA 
Advanced Placement Program 
General Sonography 
KERRIE L. BENZ ........ .. .. ... .. ... .. ..... ..... .. ...... ... ..... Haddonfield, NJ 
ANNA BoYNYAKOVA ..... ..... .. ... .. .... .... .. ... ...... ..... Philadelphia, PA 
STELIANA CALIN .............. ...... .. ... ... ... ... .... ............. ........ Romania 
JESSICA LYNN Cox ................ .. ... ... ....... ......... Willow Grove, PA 
MANISHA AsmsH DESAI .............. ............................ ..... Derb, CT 
LAN DING ... ...... .. .... ........ ................... .... ............ Cherry Hill, NJ 
SARAH L. GALKA .. ... ... ..... .................. ... ... .... ........... Sterling, NY 
SOPHIA TANYA ABBIDON GRANT .. ..... ............ ... ........... Roslyn, PA 
ASHLEIGH JoYcE ................................ ... ... ... ............. Seattle, WA 
PAMELA K. KRoNZER ..... .... .... ........ ...... ...... ....... Landenberg, PA 
DONNA SuE MARTINI ......... ....... ... .......................... ... Lewes, DE 
MARILYN M. MclLHENNY ................................ Philadelphia, PA 
JENNIFER L. MoNSKA ..................................... .... Cherry Hill, NJ 
LEAH REHILL .... ........ , .. .. .... .. .. .. ... ... ..... ... ................ Wenonah, NJ 
JASON ROBERT YoUNG ............................... .. .. ............. Reno, NV 
JENNIFER ZAZULA .......... ...... .. .................... ... .. Bala Cynwyd, PA 
XUN ZHANG ................................................ .. ..................... China 
Advanced Placement Program 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
MARIE EcARMA Ou ANO .. ...... .. ... ... ... .......... .. . San Francisco, CA 
TINA YATES .. .................. ........ ..... ... .... ....... ..... ......... Trevose, PA 
Advanced Placement Program 
Cardiac Sonography 
STEPHANIE ANNE KREN ......... .. ................ .... .. .... .. .. Princeton, NJ 
ADAM YoussEF LoUNE .................. ............... ... Philadelphia, PA 
Advanced Placement Program 
Nuclear Medicine Technology 
TANYA S. BRITTON ............ ......... ........ ........ ............. Newark, DE 
CHRYSTAL K. DORSEY ..................... ...... ... ... ...... Willingboro, NJ 
TIMOTHY COLEMAN HooPES ... ....... ................. ......... Seaford, DE 
IRIS P. HouGH ................................................... Washington, DC 
MARTIN D. McGRAIL III .......................... ............. Matawan, NJ 
CHRISTINA MARIE McKEE .... .... ... ... ... .. ... ... Newtown Square, PA 
ANDREA M. NAUMICK ... ... ............ ................ .... ....... Palmyra, NJ 
RENEE CHANTAL PAQUIN ..................... .. .... ......... .... Lansdale, PA 
BETHANY REECE PouLTON .......... ................... ... North Wales, PA 
CRAIG BERYL RosENZWEIG ........ ....................... Philadelphia, PA 
REGAN ELIZABETH SHEFFER ............... ... ... ... .. ..... ... .. Camden, DE 
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy 
TRICIA BASSANT ... ................. .. ... ...... ..... ............. ... Hamilton, NJ MICHELE A. MORGAN .. ..... ................... ....... ..... Philadelphia, PA 
TARA ELIZABETH BERNARD .... ......... .................. ...... ... Easton, PA JosEPH MICHAEL MUNIAK ...... .. ... ... ...... ........ ........ Cape May, NJ 
JENNIFER A. BOLICH ... ............ .. ...... ... .................... Pottsville, PA MEGAN ELYSE NAYLOR ... .......... ... ................ ....... Livingston, NJ 
MARIA R. BROOKS ................ ......... ... ... ... ... .......... ... Holland, PA NICOLE ANN NOWAKOWSKI ........ ............. ..... East Brunswick, NJ 
BRIGETTE G. BuRNs ....... ........ ........ ... ..... ................. Jamison, PA 
JULIE ANN DANCHECK ............ .. .............. ........ .. Philadelphia, PA 
MARITA FLYNN .... .......... ............ ...... ........ ......... Philadelphia, PA 
LoRJ A. GLANCEY ................. ...... ... ... ..... ... .. .... West Chester, PA 
JAMES J. O'NEILL ... ............... ..... .... .. ...... .... ... ... .... Newtown, PA 
SHR!NA PATEL ........ ... ... .. .. .............................. ....... .... Passaic, NJ 
DIANA P. PROKAPUS .. ... ........................ ..... ............ Magnolia, NJ 
HUMBERTO RIBEIRO ... ... ..... ........ ........... ....... ..... Philadelphia, PA 
AMY ELIZABETH HocHMILLER ..... ... ... ... ............... .. Whitehall, PA KATHLEEN M. ROONEY .......... ................. ..... ......... Fair Lawn, NJ 
SHAY LAUREN HOFFMAN ..... ........... ... ..... .......... Philadelphia, PA 
AMY MARJE KIRKSEY ....... .... .. ......... ............. ..... Turnersville, NJ 
JENNIFER LAUFHUTTE ....... .. ................ ............ .. Hillsborough, NJ 
AMBER MARJE LINT ................. ................................. . Patton, PA 
CATHERINE SLIMAN ........... ........ ... .... ........... ... .. Upper Darby, PA 
DoRJs MARJE STOTT ...... ....... ............................ Doylestown, PA 
ALEXIS A. TRAYNOR .. ..... ........... ............... ... ..... Philadelphia, PA 
CHERYL T. WHITFIELD .. .................. ... ............ ... North Wales, PA 
Candidates for the Degree of Associate in Arts 
MARIANNE E. ANTHONY .. ..... .... .. ................. ..... Philadelphia, PA 
MARGARET B. CONWAY ................. .... .. ........ ..... Philadelphia, PA 
DERRICK VoNZEL JoHNSON .. .. ................. .............. Claymont, DE 
RHONDA E. McCuRRY ....... ......... ... ............. ..... Philadelphia, PA 
Candidates for the Degree of Associate in Science 
MICHELLE C. DENNIS ........... ... ... .. .................... Philadelphia, PA 
Candidates for the Degree of Associate in Science in Emergency Medical Services 
MATTHEW G. WHITLEY .. .... ........ ...... .. ... ................... Yardley, PA 
As final action cannot be taken before the program goes to press, Thomas Jefferson University reserves the right to add or withdraw names 
from the list of candidates for degrees and certificates. 
In curricula such as the degree program in Occupational Therapy, candidates complete formal course work prior to Commencement and 
fulfill additional clinical requirements during the summer. Students in these programs participate in these Commencement Exercises but 
receive their diplomas only after all requirements have been satisfied. 
Candidates in the combined B.S./M.S. degree program in Physical Therapy participated in a Closing Convocation on April 30, 2004. Upon 
successful completion of all requirements, these candidates will receive the Bachelor of Science and Master of Sciences Degrees in 
Physical Therapy. 
Doctor of Humane Letters - Andrea E. Higham 
Through her creative direction of Johnson & Johnson's Campaign for Nursing's Future, Andrea Higham 
has made a profoundly positive impact on the recruitment and retention of nursing professionals both 
nationally and internationally. In 1996, Ms. Higham joined the Johnson & Johnson Worldwide Advertising 
Group, where she is the Director of Corporate Equity, the Campaign for Nursing's Future, and New Ven-
tures. 
Upon graduation from Rollins College in 1991 with a Bachelor of Arts in English Literature, Ms. 
Higham began her career in advertising and marketing in Washington, DC. At Johnson & Johnson, she 
oversees many marketing communications projects relating to the Johnson & Johnson Trustmark, includ-
ing television and print commercials. Ms. Higham helped create and directs the company's Campaign for 
Nursing's Future, which is designed to promote the nursing profession and facilitate the recruitment and 
retention of nurses nationwide. Through the strategic use of television commercials, recruiting videos, 
patient testimonials, a comprehensive website, grassroots retention efforts and fundraising events, this 
pioneering campaign has helped to address critical shortages in the healthcare work force by raising more 
than $5 million to date for nursing scholarships, faculty fellowships and nursing school grants. 
The Nursing Campaign, which has expanded to the Caribbean, Australia and Canada, has garnered 
major awards from healthcare organizations at local, state, regional, national and international levels. In-
cluded among the many awards the Campaign has received are the American Academy of Nurses Recog-
nition Award, the American College of Nurse Practitioners Outstanding Service to Nursing Award, the 
National League for Nursing Outstanding Partner Award, and the Sigma Theta Tau International Pinnacle 
Award for Public Electronic Media. 
In addition to this successful campaign, Ms. Higham has overseen the production of single-topic Johnson 
& Johnson-sponsored Newsweek issues, featuring Children's Health and Women's Health. She is also 
responsible for the launch of an Intranet site to inform Johnson & Johnson's 108,000 worldwide employees 
about the history of the company, and why Johnson & Johnson has been voted "The Most Trusted Com-
pany in America" for five years in a row. 
Faculty Awards 
Joseph T. DeRanieri, PhD, RN, CPN, BCECR 
The Fred & Sadye Abrams Award for Excellence in Clinical or Laboratory Instruction 
Established in memory of the late Fred & Sadye Abrams, parents of Lawrence Abrams, EdD, f ormer 
JCHP Dean, this is the only College-wide award devoted exclusively to the recognition of clinical or 
laboratory teaching excellence 
Joseph T. DeRanieri, PhD, RN, assistant professor of nursing at Jefferson College of Health Profes-
sions since 1998, received a bachelor of science in nursing from Thomas Jefferson University in 1992. In 
1995 he earned a master of science in nursing as a Family Nurse Practitioner from Wilmington College, 
and in 1997 he earned a doctorate in Nutrition Counseling at LaSalle University. 
A Certified Pediatric Nurse (CPN) and Board Certified in Emergency Crisis Response (BCECR), Dr. 
DeRanieri's areas of practice include pediatrics, mental health, and psychological trauma. He is an excel-
lent role model for students in clinical instruction through his professional interactions with the interdisci-
plinary healthcare team in many clinical learning environments in Philadelphia, particularly the Children's 
Hospital of Philadelphia. While at the College, he has been instrumental in maintaining a relationship with 
Atlantic City Medical Center, advising, teaching, and supervising employees who participate in the College's 
RN to BSN program. 
Dr. DeRanieri is active in several professional organizations. Currently, he is a Board Member for the 
Journal of Student Centered Leaming, a Member of the Certified Pediatric Nurse Self-Assessment Com-
mittee for the Pediatric Nursing Certification Board, and a review panelist for the Journal of Psychosocial 
Nursing and Mental Health Services. He was previously recognized by the College in May 2000, when he 
received the Outstanding Service Award. 
Paul D. Howard, PT, PhD, OCS, Cert MDT 
Dean's Faculty Achievement Award 
The Dean sponsors a Faculty Achievement Award to recognize outstanding p erformance in higher 
education and to honor the Colleges outstanding faculty members. 
Paul D. Howard, PT, PhD, OCS, Cert MDT, associate professor in the Department of Physical Therapy, 
has been teaching in the College for 13 years. After earning a bachelor of arts degree in psychology from 
Millersville University in 1979, he studied physical therapy, earning a bachelor of science degree from 
New York University (NYU) in 1982. Dr. Howard practiced as a physical therapist while he continued his 
education at NYU, earning his master of arts degree, specializing in pathokinesiology, in 1986 and his 
doctorate in 1991. A specialist in orthopaedic physical therapy, Dr. Howard earned Certification in Me-
chanical Diagnosis and Therapy of the Spine (McKenzie Approach) in 1996. 
Dr. Howard is the past chair of the Education/Program Committee of the Orthopaedic Section of the 
American Physical Therapy Association (APTA). As chair, he was responsible for all the orthopedic pro-
gramming events at the annual Combined Sections Meeting of the APTA, as well as other educational 
events offered throughout the year. 
His active involvement with APTA and his continued practice as an orthopaedic physical therapist 
contribute to Dr. Howard's continuous growth of skills and knowledge. He uses fresh clinical examples 
while teaching his classes, engaging students in active problem solving involving his current patients. For 
several years, Dr. Howard chaired the College's Grade Appeal Board, and he is a member of the Physical 
Therapy curriculum committee. Respect for his knowledge and teaching expertise extends to Jefferson 
Medical College, where for two years he has taught anatomy to first year medical students. Dr. Howard's 
achievements as an educator have been recognized on several fronts. In 1998 he received the APTA's 
Orthopaedic Section Award for Excellence in Teaching of Orthopaedic Physical Therapy and the College's 
LindbackAward for Distinguished Teaching. The following year, he received the College's Fred and Sadye 
Abrams Award for Excellence in Clinical or Laboratory Instruction. 
Indra Balachandran, PhD, SCT(ASCP) 
Lindback Award for Distinguished Teaching 
The Christian R. and Mary F Lindback Award is given by the College in recognition of 
distinguished teaching. 
Indra Balachandran, PhD, SCT(ASCP), associate professor in the Department of Bioscience Technolo-
gies, came to the College in 1998. Dr. Balachandran earned her first bachelor of science degree in Zoology 
with a focus on Botany and Chemistry, at the University of Madras in 1967. She followed that with a 
master of science degree in Endocrinology from the same university in 1969. Then in 197 5, Dr. Balachandran 
earned a second bachelor of science degree at SUNY Upstate Medical University's School of Cytotechnol-
ogy. At Syracuse University, she earned a master of science degree in Adult Education and a certificate in 
Gerontology in 1993, and a doctor of philosophy degree in Adult Education in 1994. 
Dr. Balachandran's love for life-long learning is evident in her dedication to research, frequent review 
of peers' work, and steady participation in professional organi:Zations. Recent presentation topics at profes-
sional meetings, corporations, and universities include "Urinary Cytology," "Breast Cytology," and "Web-
based Instruction in Cytology." Determined to give students the most current information, she integrates 
recent research findings into the curriculum and works with students to regularly update the College's 
"slide bank" of specimens with recent samples. Not only does Dr. Balachandran stay at the forefront of 
new information in the Cytotechnology field, but she also maintains current knowledge in information 
technology, which has motivated her to develop Web-based and CD-ROM curricula for the department. 
Students say that Dr. Balachandran reinforces her high expectations for their success by making herself 
completely available to them. She effectively communicates her vast knowledge in well-thought out and 
organized presentations, and when students need further assistance grasping the information, she works 
with them long past the typical school- day. Dr. Balachandran stays connected with graduates long after 
they enter the workforce, networking with them at conferences, assisting them with further education, and 
sharing her perspective on the impact of technological changes on the profession. 
Sigma Theta Tau 
Awarded at the Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing s Delta Rho Chapter 
Induction Ceremony at Thomas Jefferson University on May 5, 2004 
Sigma Theta Tau, International Honor Society of Nursing, was founded in 1922. Since then, more than 300,000 nurse scholars have 
been inducted into Sigma Theta Tau, and 120,000 of them are active members in over 90 countries and territories. There are 424 
chapters located on 523 college and university campuses around the world. Delta Rho Chapter was founded at Jefferson in 1980. 
Individuals are selected for Sigma Theta Tau on the basis of excellence and faculty recommendations addressing scholarship, 
leadership, creativity, professional standards and commitment. 































Maria Nwagbaraj i 
Lorraine Quirk 
Kristen Siedlarz-Tabor 











Awarded at the Thomas Jefferson University Chapter of the Alpha Eta Society 
Induction Ceremony on May 18, 2004. 
The Alpha Eta Society is a nationally recognized honor society for allied health professionals established in 1975 under the auspices 
of the Association of Schools of Allied Health Professions. The purpose of the Alpha Eta Society is to recognize significant academic 
achievement, leadership, and contributions to the allied health professions. At present, the Society is comprised of approximately 
10,000 members in 58 chapters in colleges and universities nationally. Thomas Jefferson University's Chapter of the Alpha Eta 




Anna M. Jakubowski 
Lillian J. Spadoni 
Cytotechnology 
Evelyn Elisa Lorence 
KaNisha L. Hall 
Medical Technology 
Nicholas Vito Tanzi 
Diagnostic Imaging 
Marie E. Ouano 
N ursing 
Elizabeth Ann Gardner 
Susan K. Troell 
Occupational Therapy 
Brigette Gabrielle Bums 
Marita Flynn 
Amber Marie Lint 
Nicole Ann Nowakowski 




Michael J. Marino 
Michelle Louise Moeller 
Rebecca Ann Weiman 
Awarded at the Pennsylvania Gamma Chapter of the Lambda Nu National Honor Society for the Radiologic and Imaging Sciences 
Induction Ceremony at Thomas Jefferson University on May 18, 2004. 
Lambda Nu, the National Honor Society for Radiologic and Imaging Sciences, was founded during 2001 at Arkansas State University. 
Currently, there are 42 chapters of Lambda Nu in 28 states. Thomas Jefferson University received a charter to form the Pennsylvania 
Gamma Chapter of Lambda Nu during 2002. Individuals are selected for membership in Lambda Nu on the basis of promoting the 
Society's objectives: fostering scholarship at the highest academic levels, promoting research and investigation in the radiologic and 
imaging sciences, and recognizing exemplary scholarship. 
Katherine Mary Bifulco 
Tanya S. Britton 
Steliana Calin 
Tiffany Marie Chambers 
Jessica Lynn Cox 
Lan Ding 
Iris P. Hough 
Ashleigh Joyce 
Tina L. Killmer 
Sarah Ellen Koch 
Stephanie Anne Kren 
Kara A. Lopresti 
Adam Youssef Loune 
Susan M. McFarland 
Marilyn M. Mcilhenny 
Heidi Marie Micolucci 
Marie Ecarma Ouano 
Renee C. Paquin 
Bethany Reece Poulton 
Virginia R. Staniec 
Geoffrey J. Sutton 
Jessica Lynn Thornton 
Jennifer Zazula 
THE ACADEMIC COSTUME 
The wearing of academic dress dates back to the early days of the oldest universities in the world. In the American 
Council on Education's book entitled American Universities and Colleges, it is suggested that "gowns may have been 
counted necessary for warmth in the unheated buildings frequented by medieval scholars. Hoods seem to have served to 
cover the tonsured head ... " 
Throughout the years European universities have continued to show great diversity in their academic dress. 
American universities on the other hand, when they decided to adopt academic dress in 1895, immediately established a 
code of regulations which today is followed by almost all American institutions. The establishment of this code has 
made it possible to distinguish the Associates, Bachelors, Masters and Doctors and at the same time recognize the uni-
versity which has given them the degree. Revisions to the code have occurred from time to time. 
The Associate in Arts and Bachelor's gowns have pointed sleeves and are worn closed. The Master's gown has 
oblong sleeves, open at the wrist. The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut away, 
and is worn open or closed. The Doctor's gown has bell-shaped sleeves. It is worn opened or closed. Cotton poplin or 
similar material is used for the Associate's, Bachelor's and Master's degrees, and rayon or silk ribbed material is used 
for the Doctor's degree. The majority of gowns are black but a number of institutions have adopted other colors to iden-
tify special programs or groups within the institution. 
The hoods vary in length: 48 inches for the Doctor's degree, 42 inches for the Master's and 36 inches for the 
Bachelor's and Associate's. All hoods are lined in silk in the academic color or colors of the institution conferring the 
degree. If the institution has more than one color, the colors are shown in divisions using chevrons. The binding or edge 
of the Doctor's, Master's and Bachelor's hoods are usually made of velvet in the color designating the subject in which 
the degree was granted. The Associate of Arts hood has no velvet border. The outside is black. 
Black mortarboards are most commonly worn; six-sided tams of various colors may be used. 
Some of the colors in the bindings of the hoods are: 
white .. .... .... . 
tan ............ . 
lilac ........... . 
light blue ....... . 
purple ...... . ... . 





green . ......... . 
apricot ......... . 
dark blue .. . .... . 
salmon pink ..... . 






The colors of the linings of the hoods for some Philadelphia academic health institutions are: 
black and blue . . . . Thomas Jefferson University red, white and blue MCP • Hahnemann 
red and blue. . . . . . University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine 
white and cherry . . Temple University 
THE JEFFERSON PROCESSIONAL 
The Jefferson Processional was commissioned by the Alumni Association of Jefferson Medical College and played 
for the first time on November 15, 1974, at the Sesquicentennial Celebration of Jefferson Medical College of Thomas 
Jefferson University. This piece was presented to Thomas Jefferson University by the President of the Alumni 
Association of Jefferson Medical College, Doctor John J. Gartland. It was composed by Burle Marx. 
THE PRESIDENTIAL BADGE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY 
The President's Badge was created for the Inauguration of Lewis W. Bluemle, Jr., M.D., the third President of 
Thomas Jefferson University, on September 7, 1977. It consists of four official corporate seals of Thomas Jefferson 
University and the predecessor corporation, The Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia. These seals were used to 
mark diplomas, certificates, and other official documents and have been gold-plated to form the Presidential Badge. 
The medallion on the President's right is the corporate seal of Thomas Jefferson University today and was created 
in 1969 when Jefferson Medical College became Thomas Jefferson University. It carries a contemporary likeness of 
Thomas Jefferson. 
The other three medallions are the various seals that were used in Jefferson Medical College for many years. The 
oldest marked every diploma that was issued by the College from 1839 to 1967. This seal carries a traditional likeness 
of a young Thomas Jefferson and the founding date of the College as 1826. Prior to 1839 the diploma of Jefferson 
Medical College carried the seal of the Jefferson College in Canonsburg, Pennsylvania - the parent institution. 
Another seal was developed in 1967 as a result of research done by the late Edward L. Bauer, Emeritus Professor of 
Pediatrics, who determined that the founding year of Jefferson Medical College was 1824 rather than 1826. This seal is 
identical to the present corporate seal except the words "Thomas Jefferson University" replace "Jefferson Medical 
College." It was used for only two years - from 1967 to 1969. 
The Presidential Badge is on permanent display in the Scott Library and is used at all convocations of the 
University. 
